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Question: Effective delivery of inclusive music to young people via online platforms. 

I have explored various online platforms for delivering music sessions in a range of settings. 


This has included: 


Pre-recorded videos available online via platforms such as Youtube and Facebook.


Live sessions on platforms such as Zoom, Facebook Live and Instagram


Collaboration apps and programs including Charanga’s VIP studio, Bandlab and Soundtrap.


I have also been looking at working with young people in very different settings including schools 
through my work with Torbay Music Hub and in youth groups and PRUs with my work with 
Jamming Station.


Because of this I feel well positioned to present my findings on using these platforms, their 
effectiveness and their potential flaws/difficulties, so leaders can make informed decisions on 
which platform would best suit their needs.


First I will shortlist the best of the Apps/Platforms I have explored and list some of their best 
points and also some of their limitations.


I’ll then talk about my experience of this way of working and share some thoughts and 
observations.


Finally I will share some feedback and notes gathered from other music leaders and young people 
who have used these apps.


All of these apps enable collaborative working and all have their strengths and weaknesses. It is a 
case of identifying which one best suits your work and the needs of the young people you are 
engaging with.  


Apps Explored - Quick Look: More details can be found below.


App/Program Safe/
Secure

Create 
Samples

Record 
functions

Tutorial/
support

User 
Friendly

Other

Soundtrap x x x x Best for beginners

Bandlab x x x x Best for documenting project

Charanga x x x Best tutorials

Soundation x x x Real time collaboration

Amped Studio 
1

x x x x x Able to record in midi using 
vocals

Kompoz No DAW…file sharing only

Cakewalk x x x x x Not online

Audio Tool Best for exploring soundscapes

Audio Sauna x Doesn’t work on Mac



What is it:


- Online DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) and collaboration platform


Soundtrap offers an Education account which allows you to create a ‘Walled Garden’ for students


Walled garden: All users are placed in a safe, protected environment where they can collaborate. 
Their profiles are not visible to the outside world and they cannot contact or be contacted by 
people outside of their group. 
Minimal profile. Only allows for the first name and last name to be stored in the profile. No profile 
picture, tags, location or description will be stored. 

Cost: from £3.70 per student


Best Features: 

- Easy To Use


- Works on Phones and Computers.


- Walled Garden


- Can work with the on screen mic and with a professional interface.


- Can import music from elsewhere (backing tracks/drum loops etc).


- Built in sounds that can be used as well as recording in your own sounds.


- Lesson Plans and resources on the site including tutorials.


Drawbacks:  

- Limited editing functions


- Not as capable as other leading DAW’s (Logic/Reaper etc).


- Not possible to create your own samples but you can loop audio (same as Bandlab)


Best For: 

- Primary aged children and all young people with no prior knowledge of digital music making.


www.soundtrap.com 


http://www.soundtrap.com


What is it: 

- Online DAW (recording software) and social media platform. Users create an account and can 
then share music and collaborate on tracks.  

Cost:


- Free for a personal account


Best Features: 

- Advertises as ‘suitable for schools’ with private classrooms


- Very easy to use recording software. 


- Works on a phone/tablet and on any computer.


- Can work with the on screen mic and with a professional interface.


- Social Networking element means anyone with a profile can work together on the same track 
remotely. This is done through their own profile by joining ‘bands’ with other users. 


- Can import music from elsewhere (backing tracks/drum loops etc)


- The user interface is simplistic and easy to navigate and there are some built in sounds that can 
be used as well as recording in your own sounds.


Drawbacks: 

- Not as capable as other leading DAW’s (Logic/Reaper etc).


- As far as I could see it was not possible to create your own samples which could then be 
programmed and this is a large part of making music digitally. You can, however, ‘loop’ recorded 
material.


- Although projects can be made private, users profiles remain public. You can remove your profile 
from the ‘Creator Connect’ option which will reduce how often you appear in searches but I have 
not found a way to make a profile private.


- This is a social networking app and so has the potential for sexting, bullying, and meeting 
strangers online. 


- Bandlab under 18s parent/gaurdian consent form https://edu.bandlab.com/consent-form


Best For: 

- Primary aged children or young people with no prior knowledge of digital music making.


www.bandlab.com


http://www.bandlab.com





Overview: 

Online DAW and classroom resource. 

Cost:  

Free to schools through your local Music Hub. Reduced rates available to secondaries and other 
settings. Contact your local Hub to find out more.


Best Features: 

- Very useful resources and tutorials including: ‘What is Grime?’ And ‘How To Make Hip Hop 
Beats’


- Good selection of virtual instruments to choose from


- Can work with the on screen mic and with a professional interface (not as easy to set this up)


- Can import music from elsewhere (backing tracks/drum loops etc)


Drawbacks: 

- Not as user friendly as others. The interface and editing functions are clunky.


- Building beats using loops can be confusing.


- Less editing options than others.


- Doesn’t work on phone.


- Using a professional interface was confusing.


Best For: 

- Primary schools who already have access to Charanga.


https://vip.charanga.com/





https://vip.charanga.com/


Amped Studio 1 

What is it: 

- Online DAW with a unique feature to turn singing and beatboxing into MIDI data that can then be 
programmed (arranged).


Cost:


- $4.99 month/ $50 a year (limited functions with free version)


Best Features: 

- Can input notes with your voice…potential for people who aren’t able to physically play an 
instrument or use a mouse and keyboard.


- Premium users can ‘share’ projects very easily. Amped doesn’t have it’s own social media 
platform to engage with other users so safeguarding is not an issue there. However, copying 
and pasting a link allows the project to be shared on any platform or by email.


- Can use external plugins


Drawbacks: 

- Not education focused although the tutorials are good


- Limited functions with free version


Best For: Young people who could not use a DAW by playing an instrument with a mouse and 
keyboard.


https://ampedstudio.com/




https://ampedstudio.com/


What is it: 

Online DAW focused on sequencing music (loops) that offers live collaboration. 

Cost:


- Free and paid version (gives access to more loops)


Best Features: 

- Collaborate on a track in real time. Invite people in to the track/session by email.


Drawbacks: 

- No option to create your own sounds


Best For: Exploring arranging music and collaboration without having to generate the sounds 


https://soundation.com/station/


 

https://soundation.com/station/


Making Music Online In Real Time 

It is possible to reduce the latency to be able to make music together online in real time.


This is a bit more complex to set up but I am sure over the coming months this process will 
become more streamlined as more people require it for work.


It is quite long winded but this video was extremely helpful to me when trying to set it up as they 
describe everything in layman’s terms and provide a step by step setup guide. They do not 
indulge too much in the theory of the setup, it is a practical guide on how to set up for playing 
with two musicians but it is theoretically possible to add more.


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-dWTZTv7bUY&feature=emb_title


Jack and Jacktrip


Jack Audio is a professional sound server API and pair of daemon implementations to provide 
real-time, low-latency connections for both audio and MIDI data between applications.


www.jackaudio.org


JackTrip is a Linux and Mac OS X-based system used for multi-machine network performance 
over the Internet. It supports any number of channels (as many as the computer/network can 
handle) of bidirectional, high quality, uncompressed audio signal steaming.


https://www.jacktrip.org/


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-dWTZTv7bUY&feature=emb_title
http://www.jackaudio.org
https://www.jacktrip.org/


In Practise - My thoughts and observations


I believe that because young people engage with technology on so many different levels it is often 
necessary to tailor music delivery to the specific needs of the young person/people you are 
engaging with. It is a well researched topic that young people engage with music in vastly 
different ways but it is less researched what music technology is readily available and easily 
accessed and how it can be used to tailor music delivery to benefit young peoples specific needs.


Some people like to explore these apps in their own way and time by watching tutorials and 
finding their way around the software but lots of young people feel very daunted but this and 
interact very little outside of sessions.


I have run large group sessions on zoom and the feedback from young people was largely 
negative citing reasons such as:


“being on camera make me feel nervous” 

Jamming Station participant


“I find it boring that we can’t play music together and people aren’t really up for it” 

Jamming Station participant


But I have had some small success running 2 to 1 or 2 to 2 zoom meetings that allow a more 
tailored session. I have then chosen which platform I think will best engage that particular group 
depending on their age, knowledge/prior experience and what we are trying to achieve. 


Some young people who I have worked with who have used other software before have preferred 
to work in the software they are familiar with and then share their work via the online platforms 
such as Bandlab or Soundtrap. I have found this to be a great way of engaging young people who 
are apprehensive to take on learning new software. You could even start by recording sounds 
away from the computer on a handheld device or even a phone and then move those sounds in to 
Soundtrap etc to collaborate or share the project. 


Projects can be shared just between the young person and the music leaders so could be used as 
a teaching tool to share pieces or provide backing tracks. Bandlab is particularly good for this as 
each new change/addition to a project is documented and easily accessible. You can also add 
notes to projects to provide feedback.


Some young people I have worked with over these last months have had real difficulty engaging 
online using any of the above apps/platforms. This has been for a number of reasons including:


- No access to a computer/phone that is able to use the apps


- No access to internet


- No experience/daunted by the idea of using recording software


- Pessimistic about the result of working in this way.


- Anxiety around video calls


There are many other reasons a young person would struggle to access these apps and 
programs, these are just some that I have observed directly. Tailoring sessions to specific young 
people and their need can make working in this way possible for most people on some level. It 
can just take longer as there are these extra barriers to breakdown.


As far as delivery of music sessions. I have had as much if not more success using pre recorded 
videos than ‘live’ sessions online. These can be supported with meetings on Zoom to discuss the 
video and answer questions. I have found that young people are more likely to engage when they 
can do it in their own time and not feel the pressure of being ‘there’ with you. It’s important that 



these are videos made by the music deliverer as this helps maintain the relationship. Just sharing 
video tutorials from YouTube is far less effective. This also means when you hold the zoom 
sessions it is a direct continuation but the same person. This combination of pre recorded and live 
video sessions has been the most effective way for me to work and I can imagine developing 
work in this way. The majority of lessons/sessions could be pre recored and then be supported by 
live sessions online and in person.


I am available to reach out to if you have any questions or want to discuss this any further.


Feedback and Notes from young people and other music leaders. 
(Please send me more if you have any feed back on these platforms or ways of working)


This was gathered in feedback sessions and from conversations.


“Soundtrap is great and easy to use. It’s less capable than other apps out there but it’s safe and 
secure and definitely the most stable one I have tried. I like the interface and the students I was 
working with found it intuitive.”

James Stewart - Local Music leader 


“We tried a couple before we started using Bandlab. Definitely easy to use and get on with. I like 
that you can just easily get some ideas down and then everyone can go home and listen to them 
and develop things in their own time and then bring that back in to the project.”

Jacqui Perks, Jamming Station Director


“I’m excited to see the potential Soundtrap has for engaging the young people who I know have 
an interest in music. I know some of them would definitely take a lot from this.”

Sarah Toakley Wave Academy PRU


“We have Charanga at school already so I’m going to see if I can get (VIP Studio) for our students. 
`i’ll definitely need the tutorials though.” 

Moira Devonport, Kings Ash Primary


“It’s so difficult to get young people to engage online. I think a mixture of face to face interaction 
and online is need for (music session) to be really effective.

Bethe Coombes Jamming Station Director


“…and then we can all go home and listen to it and work on it…that’s so cool” 

Jamming Station participant on Bandlab


‘“I just don’t feel like doing it on my own. I struggle to find the motivation because I don’t really 
know what I’m doing”

Jamming Station Young Producers participant talking about not wanting to continue to develop 
the piece in her own time outride of the session. 


“My laptop can’t handle it…it keeps crashing and it makes me not want to do it” 

Young Producers Participant


“I can get (Soundtrap) on my phone but my mum is always on the computer” 

Jamming Station participant on being frustrated at not being able to record in ‘good quality’.




“I prefer videos to Zoom so I can watch it again later to remind me” 

Jamming Station participant





